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TrapMore™ Disposable Dusting SheetsProduct Literature

TrapMore™  
Disposable Dusting Sheets
Disposable pads for maximum cleaning 

TrapMore™ Disposable Dusting Sheets are for anyone who wants to 
quickly collect, trap, and remove dirt, dust, and other small debris from 
surfaces. It provides a long-lasting, more hygienic, and convenient 
method for dusting a variety of surfaces. It can be used with nearly 
any dusting tool, such as a mop or high duster. It works well with the 
ZeroGravity™ suite of cleaning hardware. TrapMore Disposable Dusting 
Sheets offer better dust pick up in convenient perforated sheets for 
customizable lengths. 

Features

Ideal for dusting hard surface floors, baseboards, moldings, ceiling fans, light 
fixtures, air return vents, bookshelves, cabinets, and more.

Excellent at trapping dust, soil, hair, sand, glitter, fur, etc.

Simple, quick, minimal training required

Designed so both sides can be effectively used

Unique construction designed specifically to collect, trap, and remove 
debris that competitive products leave behind

Part No. Description Size Packaging
PRMM9001 TrapMore Disposable 

Dusting Sheets, 5” width
5” x 6”
(13 x 15 cm)

500/case 

PRMM9002 TrapMore Disposable 
Dusting Sheets, 8” width

8” x 6”
(20 x 15 cm)

250/case 

PRMM9003 TrapMore Disposable 
Dusting Sheets, 5” width

5” x 6”
(13 x 15 cm)

60/dispenser,  
8 dispensers/case

PRMM9004 TrapMore Disposable 
Dusting Sheets, 8” width

8” x 6”
(20 x 15 cm)

60/dispenser,  
8 dispensers/case

REACH HIGHER WITH CONTEC HIGH DUSTERS 
Cleaning overhead areas just got easier 
Contec offers two High Dusters for your dusting 
needs. Our standard High Duster has a flat design 
to clean ceilings, fan blades, and other overhead 
areas more easily. Our High Duster XF features a 
finned design to help clean vents, moldings, and 
other unique surfaces. TrapMore can be wrapped 
around our dusters to maximize overhead cleaning 
while minimizing strain.
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